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Abstract: High-voltage direct-current (HVDC) transmission systems are considered an outstanding
solution due to high electrical losses emerging from long-distance transmission. However, HVDC
transmission lines (TLs) are vulnerable to lightning strikes. In this work, the Yunnan-Guizhou 500 kV
HVDC transmission system is used as a case study to evaluate the impact of lightning strikes on
DC-TL overvoltages, as no research studies have been conducted to assess the lightning transient
behavior of DC-TLs. A comprehensive investigation of the 500 kV DC-TL transient performance
during lightning strikes is performed, taking into account different technical aspects that have
not been studied in detail by previous researchers. Additionally, analysis of the back-flashover
phenomenon has not been conducted well in previous work, and results on the effect of changing the
lightning strike current peak and tower grounding resistance on shielding-failure flashover are quite
limited. The distributed-parameter model is used to represent the DC-TL using the electromagnetic
transients program (EMTP), considering real parameters of shielding wires and DC towers to study
the lightning impact in the case of back-flashover and shielding-failure phenomena. Lightning strike
is applied to the shielding wire, and the impact of increasing the peak value of lightning current is
investigated on the back-flashover occurrence. Moreover, the influence of tower grounding resistance
variation on the transient overvoltages across the tower body and back-flashover phenomenon
is evaluated. From the simulation results, increasing the lightning current peak and grounding
resistance results in higher overvoltages across the tower body, which increases the probability of
back-flashover. Additionally, the shielding failure of the TL is assumed, and the variation impact of
the lightning current peak and grounding resistance on shielding-failure flashover is investigated.
The results show that the impact of the lightning current peak has a more significant impact than the
grounding resistance in the case of shielding-failure flashover.

Keywords: back-flashover; DC towers; HVDC transmission; lightning strikes; lightning overvoltages;
shielding failure; transient analysis

1. Introduction

Power companies have started to pay more attention to the construction of high-
voltage direct-current (HVDC) transmission systems, especially after the development of
high-power electronic devices and control technologies [1,2]. Transportation of a large
amount of power over long distances (≥500 km) results in problems such as reduction of
power transfer, generation of reactive power and voltage profile variation [3]. Therefore,
HVDC transmission is considered an optimal solution for connecting large-scale offshore
renewable energy sources such as wind farms to power grids and linking distant generation
sources with load centers [4,5]. Other benefits can be achieved by HVDC transmission
systems, such as interconnection between unsynchronized AC systems, improving system
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stability and lower transmission line costs [6,7]. As a result, HVDC applications have widely
increased. In 1954, the first HVDC transmission project was constructed in Sweden [8].
Several HVDC transmission projects in China have been installed with a range of voltages
starting from ±400, ±500, ±660 and ±800 kV to the forthcoming ±1100 kV to transfer
electric power from large hydropower plants and wind farms over long distances [9,10]. The
total transmission capacity around the world using HVDC technology is about 80 GW [11].

Most of the problems facing power grids are caused by lightning overvoltages,
which result in power supply interruptions and apparatus deterioration and malfunc-
tions. Lightning strikes are categorized into two types, direct and indirect strikes [12,13],
as shown in Figure 1. Indirect strikes result in less overvoltage, which usually causes less
damage to the insulator. Direct strikes, which will be the focus of this paper, are more
severe than indirect strikes. Since the length of overhead DC-TLs can extend to hundreds
or even thousands of kilometers, it is easy to be struck by lightning. For example, shielding
wires, power conductors, towers and sometimes the nearby ground of TLs are susceptible
to lightning strikes, which produce induced overvoltages. As a result, this overvoltage
may result in insulator flashover, which causes a fault occurrence. When lightning strikes
the shielding wire, the tower-top potential increases, which may lead to a back-flashover.
On the other hand, shielding failure is when lightning strikes the power conductor directly
and bypasses the shielding wire [12]. Therefore, the resulting overvoltage associated with
lightning strikes must be calculated before they occur to guarantee the required electrical
safety and electromagnetic compatibility level. When the overhead TL is struck by light-
ning, the resulting overvoltage is a function of the lightning current peak value and slope,
the tower footing resistance and the tower surge impedance [14]. This resulting overvoltage
propagates to nearby equipment and causes significant problems.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of lightning strike mechanisms.

The influence of lightning strikes on HVDC transmission systems has been studied be-
fore [12,15–19]. A simulation model of the HVDC transmission system was presented [12]
for the evaluation of lightning surge overvoltages, taking into account shielding-failure
flashover and insulator back-flashover. However, the authors did not consider the influ-
ence of different peak values of lightning current on back-flashover and shielding-failure
flashover. Additionally, the effect of varying the DC tower grounding resistance value
on potential across the tower and back-flashover and shielding-failure flashover was not
studied. The influence of modeling methods, such as selecting the lightning strike cur-
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rent waveform, tower model and flashover criterion of the insulator on lightning surge
overvoltages of the DC-TL, was investigated [15]. However, the authors did not study
the impact of changing tower grounding resistance on transient overvoltages across the
tower body and insulator back-flashover. In addition, the shielding-failure flashover case
study was not taken into consideration. A simulation model using the electromagnetic
transients program (EMTP) was presented [16] to study the lightning back-flashover per-
formance of UHV-DC-TLs. The influence of changing tower footing resistance on lightning
back-flashover performance was investigated. However, the influence of changing the
peak value of lightning current on insulator back-flashover was not considered. Moreover,
the shielding-failure flashover case study was not considered. The effect of changing
the lightning current peak value on insulator flashover and varying the location of the
strike along the DC-TL was analyzed [17]. However, the impact of changing the value
of tower grounding resistance on transient overvoltages across the tower and insulator
back-flashover and shielding-failure flashover was not investigated. Additionally, a 500 kV
transmission system was simulated using PSCAD software [18] to study lightning behavior
when a negative descending lightning strike terminates on the tower top. The impact
of changing tower grounding resistance on the critical lightning current, which causes
insulation back-flashover, was studied. However, the shielding-failure flashover case study
was not investigated. Insulation back-flashover performance was studied using the 500 kV
DC-TL [19]. The authors examined insulator back-flashover and calculated the lightning
withstand level (critical lightning current that causes back-flashover). Additionally, they
studied the variation of tower grounding resistance on insulation flashover. However, the
shielding-failure flashover case study was not considered.

A summary of the literature review is given in Table 1. It could be noted that each
research studied the impact of lightning strikes on DC-TLs, taking into account some
technical aspects. However, back-flashover analysis has not been conducted well in the
literature. In addition, shielding failure of TLs has been analyzed without investigation of
important factors such as lightning current peak and tower grounding resistance. In this
paper, the Yunnan-Guizhou 500 kV HVDC transmission system is used as a case study to
evaluate the impact of lightning strikes, as no research investigations have been conducted
to evaluate the transient behavior of DC-TLs. The 500 kV DC-TL is modeled using EMTP
in the environment of ATPDraw software, including shielding wire, DC towers and span.
Real system parameters and lightning current waveforms, which are widely used in power
networks, are investigated to study the influence of lightning strikes on surge overvoltages
in HVDC transmission systems. Hence, the impact of lightning strikes on the DC-TL can
be evaluated in a realistic manner. In order to fill the gap in the literature towards better
evaluation of the lightning performance of HVDC-TLs, this paper’s methodology can be
described in two different scenarios as follows:

1. Lightning strike is applied to the shielding wire since back-flashover analysis has
not been studied well in previous studies. Then, the effect of changing the lightning
current peak value is studied to check the back-flashover. Tower grounding resistance
is also considered an important index for the grounding system tied to the tower
body, which is a key factor for lightning protection systems. Furthermore, decreasing
the value of the grounding resistance of TL towers is one of the primary solutions to
reduce the back-flashover rate [12]. Therefore, the impact of varying tower grounding
resistance on transient overvoltages across the tower body and back-flashover is
also studied.

2. The shielding failure of the TL is studied where the strike hits the power conductor
directly. The study of the influence of changing the lightning strike current peak and
tower grounding resistance on shielding-failure flashover has been quite limited in
previous studies. Therefore, in this case, the voltage across the insulator is calculated
to check the flashover while increasing the lightning current peak. Additionally,
the impact of tower grounding resistance variation on shielding-failure flashover
is studied.
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Table 1. Summary of the literature review.

Ref. Considered Factors Unconsidered Factors

[12] • Shielding failure
• Back-flashover

• Grounding resistance variation on transient
overvoltages across tower, back-flashover
and shielding-failure flashover

• Lightning current peak change on
back-flashover and shielding-failure
flashover

[15] • Back-flashover

• Grounding resistance variation on transient
overvoltages across tower, back-flashover
and shielding-failure flashover

• Lightning current peak change on
shielding-failure flashover

[16]
• Grounding resistance

variation on
back-flashover

• Shielding-failure flashover
• Lightning current peak change on

back-flashover

[17]
• Lightning current peak

change on insulator
flashover

• Grounding resistance variation on transient
overvoltages across tower, back-flashover
and shielding-failure flashover

[18]
• Grounding resistance

variation on
back-flashover

• Shielding-failure flashover

[19]
• Grounding resistance

variation on
back-flashover

• Shielding-failure flashover-

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The simulation model is described
in detail in Section 2. Section 3 presents the characteristics of the applied lightning strike
model. The simulation results are presented in Section 4. A discussion of the obtained
results is introduced in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Modeling and Simulations

HVDC transmission systems consist of converters, power transformers, smoothing
reactors and DC transmission lines, as shown in Figure 2. The Yunnan-Guizhou HVDC
system is the world’s first 500 kV three-terminal DC transmission project. This project
was established to increase the consumption of hydropower in Yunnan Province and to
deliver more clean energy to Guangdong Province in southeast China [20]. The distributed-
parameter model of 100 km length of the DC-TL is simulated in ATPDraw, where the
parameters are represented per unit length. A 2 km length from the middle of the DC-TL
is divided into 4 sections, including 5 DC towers, as shown in Figure 3. Additionally, the
shielding conductor, which is used to distract lightning strikes away from the poles [21],
is represented in the model. Real parameters of the 500 kV DC-TL are utilized in the model,
including shielding wire, DC towers and insulators.

Figure 2. Configuration of HVDC transmission system.
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Figure 3. Model of the distributed-parameter 100 km DC transmission line.

Modeling of DC towers is essential for studying lightning overvoltages in overhead
TLs. Surge propagation along the 500 kV tower structure is considered in this work by
representing the vertical tower sections as single-phase constant parameter transmission
lines. The impedance of these sections is calculated using the real tower structure, including
the cross-arms [16,22,23].

The tower model is divided into three sections according to the geometric structure,
as shown in Figure 4 [16,22,24]. Each section is divided into the tower’s main body and
support parts. The surge impedance (Zwk) of each section, as shown in Figure 5, is calculated
by using Equations (1) and (2) [16,24].

Zwk = 60
(

ln
2
√

2Lk
rek

− 2
)

, k = 1, 2, 3. (1)

rek = 21/8
(

r1/3
wk r2/3

y

)1/4(
R1/3

wk R2/3
y

)3/4
(2)

where Lk, rwk, ry, Ry and Rwk are the lengths of corresponding parts in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Geometry and dimensions of the 500 kV DC transmission tower [16].
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Figure 5. Surge impedance model of DC tower simulated in ATP [16].

If the influence of tower bracings is added to the main legs, the surge impedance
of the conductors is reduced by about 10% [15,16,23]. Therefore, the effect of bracings is
expressed by adding the surge impedance (Zpk) in parallel to the main legs, as shown in
Figure 5, which is calculated by Equation (3) [16,24].

Zpk = 9Zwk (3)

The cross-arms of the DC tower are also modeled by a surge impedance (Zsk), which
is expressed by Equation (4), where k = 1, 2.

Zsk = 60 ln
(

2Lk
rsk

)
(4)

where Lk is the height to ground corresponding to the cross-arm of part k, and rsk is the
equivalent radius of the cross-arm of part k [16,24]. As shown in Figure 5, Zs1 is connected
to the shielding wire, while Zs2 is connected to the power conductor.

The value of tower grounding impedance mainly affects the overvoltage values gener-
ated across the tower body. This is because tower base reflections can reach the top point
of the tower faster than those from nearby towers. Hence, tower grounding impedance is
calculated based on soil ionization caused by the lightning current and response time. The
response time effect is usually neglected since the grounding system covers a distance less
than 30 m from the tower [25]. Therefore, the current dependence is only considered while
calculating tower grounding resistance (Ri), as illustrated by Equation (5) [16,26,27]:

Ri =
Rx√
1 + I

Io

(5)

where Rx is the grounding resistance of the tower at low current and low frequency, I is
the current flowing through the resistance and Io is the limiting current needed to initiate
sufficient soil ionization. The grounding resistance (Ri) equals Rx when I < Io and changes
according to Equation (5) when I > Io. The limiting current is calculated as follows:

Io =
ρs· Eo

2π· R2
x

(6)
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where Eo is the soil ionization gradient (400 kV/m).
The frequency-dependent formula of soil resistivity (ρs) can be expressed by Equation (7),

which is valid for frequency ranges from 100 Hz to 4 MHz [28]:

ρs = ρx

[
( f − 100)0.65·

(
ρx

0.73·1.2×10−6
)
+ 1
]−1

(7)

where f is the frequency, and ρx is the resistivity of the soil at 100 Hz. In this work, the
values of ρs and Rx are 1000 Ω·m and 10 Ω, respectively.

The equivalent circuit of the DC tower, including the impedance of each part and the
grounding resistance, is shown in Figure 5.

Insulators are one of the most important components of overhead TLs. TL insulators
have different types such as post, pin and string. String insulators are classified into disc,
cap-pin and suspension types. The high mechanical strength, easy installation and low cost
of string insulators make them widely used in overhead lines [29]. The suspension-type
glass insulator string of 500 kV DC towers, with its dimensions, is shown in Figure 6a. When
lightning strikes the TL, the resulting induced overvoltages may exceed the TL insulation
strength resulting in a flashover. Research studies related to insulation coordination of
TLs require accurate modeling of string insulator flashover to help in calculating the
fast-front surges resulting from shielding-failure flashover or back-flashover of TLs. The
TL insulator flashover process can be characterized using the integration method [30],
volt–time curve [30,31] or by employing leader development models [32–34]. The volt–
time curve, which is used in this work, is one of the most accurately used flashover
criteria [15]. The insulator flash model based on the volt–time characteristics is given
by Equation (8) [15,35]. Using ATPDraw, the insulator model is simulated using the
flash object connected in parallel with a voltage-controlled switch, as shown in Figure 6b.
Flashover happens if the voltage across the insulator string becomes equal to or higher
than the flashover strength under standard lightning impulse voltages (VFlash), hence the
switch closes.

VFlash =

(
400 +

710
t0.75

)
li (8)

where t is the time to flashover (µs), and li is the insulator string length (m).
The simulation model of the DC transmission line in ATPDraw, including the power

conductor, shielding wire, DC towers and insulators, is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 6. (a) Suspension-type glass insulator string of 500 kV DC-TL; (b) model of tower insulator
string in ATPDraw.
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Figure 7. DC transmission line model in ATPDraw.

3. Lightning Strike Model

Lightning is considered the primary reason for unscheduled interruptions of overhead
TLs in electrical networks [36]. Lightning strike is simulated in this paper by a lightning
current source injected at the DC-TL to evaluate the transient overvoltages. The impedance
connected in parallel with the current source is the surge impedance of the lightning
channel. The estimated values of the surge impedance of the lightning channel from
limited experimental and computed data range from several hundred ohms to a few
kilo-ohms [31,37].

The waveshapes of the lightning strike current are represented by different numerical
expressions such as double exponential [38] and Heidler functions [39]. The Heidler
function is expressed by Equation (9) as follows [39,40]:

i(t) = Ip·

(
t

τ1

)ηsurge

1 +
(

t
τ1

)ηsurge ·e
−t
τ2 (9)

where Ip is the peak value of lightning current, and ηsurge is the shape correction coefficient.
τ1 and τ2 are the rise time and delay time, respectively.

On the other hand, the double exponential equation, which is applied in this work, is
often used to represent the strike current as follows:

i(t) = KIo

(
e−αt − e−βt

)
(10)

where Io is the lightning current peak, and K is the current peak correction factor. K, α and
β are the lightning waveform data fitting constants [41].

The parameters of the standard double exponential lightning waveform 2.6/50 µs
have been used in the model. The 2.6/50 µs standard waveform is usually adopted for the
lightning current waveform in the design of grids lightning protection in China [42]. The
values of K, Io, α and β are 1.058, 190 kA, 0.015 µs−1 and 1.86 µs−1, respectively [43]. The
negative lightning current is used in simulations since the polarity of 75% to 90% of light-
ning currents is negative. The surge impedance of the lightning channel is taken as 300 Ω
in the back-flashover calculations [17,42] and 800 Ω for shielding-failure calculations [44].
The injected lightning current waveform is shown in Figure 8. The values of lightning
current peaks used in this work are chosen based on the real measured data suggested
by the literature. For example, about 12 million samples of lightning waveforms were

smolaei
Highlight
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detected where the largest peak current measured in various areas changes between 537
and 598 kA in the case of negative lightning waveforms and from 540 kA to 574 kA for
positive lightning waveforms [45]. In another study, the measured lightning current peak
was larger than 400 kA [46]. In the work presented before by Goto and Narita [47], a peak
value of lightning current of 340 kA was measured in Japan. In addition, it was reported
before [48,49] that the measured peak values of lightning current waveforms can reach
more than 300 kA in some cases. Moreover, previous studies that discussed the lightning
overvoltage and flashover phenomenon in China used high current peaks up to 490 and
358 kA such as the works presented before in [15,44], respectively. In this paper, the largest
values of lightning current peaks used do not exceed 300 kA.

Figure 8. Injected lightning current waveform.

A flowchart summarizing the steps utilized in this paper to achieve the methodology
is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Flowchart describing this work’s methodology.

4. Simulation Results

The simulations are carried out on the Yunnan-Guizhou 500 kV HVDC transmission
system using the ATPDraw software. To verify the obtained results of the tower model, the
same DC tower model, which was used before [15], is utilized in this work. A lightning
current peak value (300 kA) is applied to the tower-top point at 1 µs using the standard
double exponential 2.6/50 µs. The voltage across the tower insulator is calculated by
subtraction of the upper voltage (power conductor) and lower voltage (tower cross-arm).
Therefore, the voltage across the insulator is calculated based on the same power conductor
voltage level [15] to compare the results. By calculation of the voltage across the tower
insulator, it gives very close results as given before [15], as shown in Figure 10.

The impact of the lightning strike will be assessed in two scenarios. In the first scenario,
the strike is injected at the shielding wire to study the back-flashover. Basically, the back-
flashover risk depends on factors such as the density of ground flash (Ns, flashes/km2/year),
the peak value of lightning current and the tower footing resistance. For the back-flashover
phenomenon, the annual number of lightning strikes (Nb) to a 100 km transmission line is
estimated as follows [50]:

Nb = Ns

(
Sb + 28H0.6

)
/10 (11)

where H is the tower height (m), and Sb is the separation distance of shielding wires (m).
The value of Sb equals 0 for a single shielding wire.
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Figure 10. Comparison between the voltage across insulator in the present and previous results [15]
while applying the strike at tower top using the same tower model.

In this case, the influence of changing lightning current peak value on the insulator
back-flashover is assessed. In the same case, the impact of changing the tower grounding
resistance on the transient overvoltages across the tower is investigated. Additionally, the
back-flashover probability is checked by increasing the tower grounding resistance.

In the second scenario, the lightning strike hits the power conductor directly (shielding
failure). Then, the impact of changing the position of the strike along the power conductor
is investigated. Moreover, the influence of increasing the lightning current peak and tower
grounding resistance on the insulation flashover is investigated.

4.1. Applying the Lightning Strike on the Shielding Wire

In this case, the shielding wire is struck by lightning, and the lightning current peak
value is changed from 10 kA to 190 kA at 10 Ω grounding resistance, as illustrated by
Figures 11–15. At each current peak value, the insulator’s lowest point (tower cross-arm
point) voltage and voltage at the insulator highest point (which lies on the power conductor)
are measured to check the back-flashover. If there is no flashover on the insulator, the
power conductor voltage remains 500 kV after applying the lightning. If the insulator has a
flashover after applying the lightning strike, the voltage of the power conductor goes to
zero, which means that the TL exhibits a back-flashover. As shown in Figures 11 and 12,
the current peak is set to 10 kA and 28 kA, respectively.

When lightning strike is applied, the traveling wave of the tower cross-arm voltage
varies alternatively and declines to zero after some refractions and reflections since there is
no flashover. Additionally, it can be noted that the voltage of the power conductor remains
at 500 kV after applying the strike, which means that there is no flashover, and the strike
current is discharged to the earth. On the other hand, when the current peak magnitude
is increased to 50 kA, 100 kA and 190 kA, as illustrated in Figures 13–15, respectively, the
power conductor voltage decreases to zero after applying the strike. This means that there
is a flashover across the insulator, and the TL has a back-flashover. The flashover occurred
since the voltage across the insulator is larger than the insulator withstand voltage; hence,
the voltage-controlled switch closed.
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Figure 11. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator with 10 kA lightning current.

Figure 12. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator with 28 kA lightning current.
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Figure 13. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator with 50 kA lightning current.

Figure 14. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator with 100 kA lightning current.

Moreover, the influence of changing the tower grounding resistance is studied on the
transient overvoltages across the tower. The tower grounding resistance has been changed
from 5 Ω to 20 Ω, and the temporal variation of voltage has been calculated at the tower top
and tower cross-arm, as illustrated in Figures 16 and 17, respectively. The two figures show
that the overvoltage values at different points along the tower increase with the increase
in the grounding resistance value. Additionally, the grounding resistance value has been
increased to 50 Ω and 125 Ω to see the impact on the insulator flashover, with a lightning
current peak value equal to 28 kA, as shown in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. As shown
in Figure 18, with a ground resistance value equal to 50 Ω, no flashover occurs, while in
Figure 19, the insulator has a flashover, which confirms that the increasing the grounding
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resistance is a primary reason for insulation back-flashover. Hence, the grounding resistance
has a significant role in the overvoltage variation across the tower body, which increases
the probability of back-flashover.

Figure 15. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator with 190 kA lightning current.

Figure 16. Voltage of the shielding wire at the strike point with changing tower grounding resistance.
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Figure 17. Voltage at DC tower cross-arm with changing tower grounding resistance.

Figure 18. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator at 28 kA and 50 Ω groun-
ding resistance.
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Figure 19. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator at 28 kA and 125 Ω
grounding resistance.

4.2. Applying the Lightning Strike on the Transmission Line (A Shielding Failure)

In this part, the voltage across the insulator has been measured to check the flashover
by changing the lightning current peak value. At higher transmission voltages levels, it is
not necessary that the flashover occurs in the case of shielding failure with low values of
lightning current. Hence, the critical or minimum current value (ISF) required to induce a
flashover is expressed as follows [51]:

ISF = 2CFO/ZSurge (12)

where CFO is the critical lightning impulse flashover voltage, and ZSurge is the surge
impedance of the conductor under corona.

The strike is applied at the midpoint of the power conductor where the lightning
current peak is set to 100 kA and 300 kA, as shown in Figures 20 and 21, respectively. The
voltages at the upper point of the insulator (which lies on the power conductor) and tower
cross-arm point are measured. It can be noted that no flashover occurs at 100 kA since
the insulator upper point voltage returns to 500 kV after applying the strike, as shown in
Figure 20. Additionally, the cross-arm voltage remains zero after the strike injection. On the
other hand, as shown in Figure 21, the voltage of the insulator upper point declined to zero
after applying the strike, which means that the insulator has a flashover. Since the voltage
across the insulator was greater than the critical flashover voltage, the voltage-controlled
switch closed, and the insulator upper point voltage declined to zero. Additionally, the
tower grounding resistance was varied at 100 kA to check its influence on the shielding-
failure flashover. By changing the grounding resistance value from 10 Ω to 1000 Ω, it gives
a very close behavior to Figure 20, and there is no flashover. Hence, shielding-failure
flashover is influenced primarily by lightning current peak variation, while the impact of
grounding resistance variation can be disregarded.
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Figure 20. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator in the case of shielding
failure at 100 kA.

Figure 21. Voltage at tower cross-arm point and upper point of insulator in the case of shielding
failure at 300 kA.

5. Discussion of Obtained Results

The same tower model used before [15] has been employed in this paper to validate
the obtained results. To verify the obtained results, the voltage across the tower insulator
has been compared with its counterpart given before in the literature. By applying the
same standard lightning waveform (2.6/50 µs) with the same current peak at the same
voltage level, the results are matching well. By increasing the lightning current peak value
(>28 kA), the back-flashover occurred since the insulator could not withstand the voltage
created. Additionally, the transient overvoltage across the tower increases with the rise
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of the grounding resistance value, which resulted in a back-flashover occurrence (with
grounding resistance >100 Ω). Therefore, the DC tower should be tied to the grounding
system with a smaller resistance to limit the increase in the induced overvoltage values,
which may lead to insulation back-flashover. This confirms that the proper design of the
grounding system under the tower, which ensures smaller grounding resistance is essential
for the protection of HVDC transmission systems from lightning strike hazards. This will
help in the appropriate sizing of lightning protective devices to avoid harmful damage to
towers and to ensure the safety of personnel.

In addition, a shielding failure case study is assumed, where the strike hits the power
conductor directly. By increasing the lightning current peak value (≥300 kA), the tower
insulator has a flashover since it could not withstand the voltage applied during the
shielding failure. Additionally, by changing the grounding resistance value up to 1000 Ω,
there is no flashover occurred. This confirms that the impact of lightning current peak
variation has a more significant impact than the grounding resistance variation on insulator
flashover, which can be ignored in the case of shielding failure. On the other hand, the
back-flashover of the DC-TLs is affected considerably by the lightning current peak value
and tower grounding resistance.

6. Conclusions

In this study, the influence of lightning strike overvoltages on the DC-TL of the
Yunnan-Guizhou 500 kV HVDC transmission system has been assessed, as no research
investigations have been conducted to study the lightning transient behavior in this sys-
tem. Additionally, back-flashover analysis has not been conducted well in the literature.
Moreover, important factors such as the effect of changing lightning current peak and tower
grounding resistance on the transient overvoltages have not been considered during the
shielding failure in previous works. Hence, the main conclusions that can be extracted
from this work are summarized as follows:

(1) The probability of insulation back-flashover increases with the increase in the lightning
current peak and tower grounding resistance.

(2) Choosing the proper parameters of the grounding system under the DC tower is
essential for the lightning protection system design.

(3) In the case of the shielding failure of DC-TL, with the increase of the lightning current
peak value, the possibility of insulator flashover increases.

(4) In contrast, the grounding resistance change has an insignificant impact on insulator
flashover in the case of shielding failure.

(5) The study offers a research platform for the identification of back-flashover and
shielding-failure phenomena and enables the straightforward evaluation of the light-
ning performance of the HVDC transmission systems.

There are some extensions to be investigated in relation to the present work, such as
evaluating the surge impedance value of DC towers when using multiple shielding wires
in parallel, connected from the top of the tower to the tower footing. This arrangement
can help in decreasing the surge impedance of the tower where more current pathways
can be provided using multiple shielding wires; hence, the flashover phenomenon can
be mitigated. In addition, the study can be extended to include the influence of lightning
strikes on renewable energy sources such as wind turbines and photovoltaic systems.
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